ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRANSPORT
CART PANEL ACCESSORY KIT
Parts:

Tools Requirements: Rubber Mallet; cushioned assembly surface

Bottom Back Panel, Top Back Panel

CC2036DP

(All parts are identified on their interior sides, along with markings indicating which side faces up)

Familiarize yourself with all components before assembly. Locate the
retaining grooves at the back of the Bottom and Middle Shelves of the Cart
(top rear edge). Locate the two matched sets of sockets (top front edge of
Bottom Shelf and lower front edge of Middle Shelf).

Sockets on bottom shelf

Detail of retaining ledge on middle shelf
1.) Position fully assembled
Cart on its back (back is
determined by finding the side with
the retaining lips on
all three shelves).
Accessory components
should be added with the
Cart resting on a carpeted
area or other soft even surface.
If necessary, flatten the box the
Accessory Kit came in and place
under Cart.
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2.) Insert the Top Back Panel through the front of the Cart at
an angle as shown, with the side marked “Top Panel” facing
you. Ensure that the side marked “Up” is facing the top, and
that all of the
grooves along this
2
edge line up with
the corresponding
ribs on the underside of the Cart’s
Top Shelf.

3) Push Panel all the way back until the top of the Panel stops
against the outside edge of the Top Shelf. Exerting steady, even
pressure, push bottom of Panel until it engages the retaining grove
along the top rear edge of Middle Shelf. Starting at one end of the
Panel, run your hands all along the base to ensure that it has
snapped into place. Exert firm pressure. The Panel should click as
you push it in. You may use the Rubber Mallet to help slightly loosen
the Top Shelf on the edge immediately above the Panel if the fit is too
tight. Remember to knock the Shelf back in place if you do this.
4) Using the Bottom Panel, repeat steps #2 and #3 to secure the
other Panel in place.
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